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Short summary of the presentation (one hour included participatory activity) 
 
Ice-breaking: human geography in our seminar  
Who are we, really? A rapid excursus on a changing Europe facing the challenging of massive migrations and 
ageing. Data against perceptions in the transition society. 
What do we need? How experiences of social innovation are modeld around new needs and aspirations of 
European societies: the focus on lifelong learning and community learning. 
What are our common values? Three roads to sustainable change: valuing each citizen's cultural heritage, 
building trust over hate speech and rediscovering bodies and nature. 
How can we do it? Three experiences of investing in creative didactics: intergenerational learning in 
"Connecting Generations" (Grundtvig Learning Partnership),  learning circles across cultures for adult learning 
in NOPROS-No profit Space (Grundtvig multi-lateral projet) and inclusive classrooms in META-Minority 
Education Through Art (Erasmus KA 3) 
The way forward: Distribution of a short format for collecting ideas on intergenerational and intercultural 
adult learning. Feed back in plenary 
Conclusions  
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